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Geothermal areas, nuclear reactors, big cities have in common that they represent a mass excess
relative to surrounding areas. That mass excess is the prime beacon for outer space bolides i.e.
fireballs which are here shown to be constituted of extremely heavy actinides, coming directly from
black  hole  eruptions.  This  behaviour,  differing  from  classical  meteorites,  is  driven  by  the
persistence of a very small cluster of antigravitons in the object as it is shot from the black hole in a
black  hole  eruption ;  hence,  this  cluster  directs  its  path  to  dense  clusters  of  gravitons  as
antigravitons  are  always  seeking  their  antiparticle.  Of  course  the  progressive  clusterisation  of
humans in denser  cities and the accumulation of heavy industries such as the nuclear complex
increases the likelihood that a Tunguska-size event wipes out an entire megalopolis over time.

Preliminary :

To well understand this article, one must have read « The unified model of nucleosynthesis and star
& planet formation in black holes, nuclear fission, explosive and effusive volcanism » (available at
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01673630 ). 

One  must  also  not  ignore  the  ongoing  nuclear  fire  in  the  Brunswick  nuclear  reactor,  a  BWR
destroyed by hurricane Florence in September 2018 (an event identical to Fukushima in which the
cores are burning in open air, with a permanent cycle of very limited supercriticities)1.  

The antigraviton to graviton interaction has been presented in the article linked above. It is the core
sustainer of the gravity relationship. Gravitons are in matter, and antigravitons are the skeleton of
black holes. Antigravitons are attracted by each other, and by gravitons, gravitons are only attracted
by antigravitons. The permanent processes of fusion of the matter in antigraviton clusters (black
holes) generate more antigravitons (i.e. « the black hole grows bigger »). 

The black  hole  eruptions  are  the  core  process  discussed  here.  They have  been explained  very
simply : as heavier and heavier atoms form in antigraviton clusters, especially in the center of these
clusters,  the possibility  that  a neutron escapes and moves very slowly into a  superheavy atom,
starting a chain reaction, allows for a massive atomic burst which will let some matter (from the
periphery  of  the  cluster)  escape  from it.  That  matters  inflates  immediately  to  non-antigraviton

1 On this read https://cannabis-cures.org/2018/09/16/more-proof-that-a-nuclear-fire-is-ongoing-in-north-carolina-
and-will-last-for-months/ and https://depleteduranium.org/2018/09/29/fallout-cloud-from-the-brunswick-nuclear-
reactors-fire-and-explosions/ 
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constrained size. The process can be peculiarly compared to the bird cracking the egg from the
inside. Shards of the egg with a parabolic size big enough to keep with them some antigravitons will
swing around the antigravitons they carry to form stars, planets or moons (planets having a « giant
ocean » which denotes the impact area, and smaller objects sometimes even a ridge marking the
closure around the antigraviton cluster (think of Iapetus)). The eruptions of these much smaller
clusters inside planets and moons explain the hot spot dynamism. 

The  findings  of  yttriaite  crystals  in  tungsten  [2]  also  are  a  simple  way  to  show  giant  dipole
resonance fission in heavy non-radioactive atoms2. Several heavy atoms of this range (iridium, gold,
lead, platinum, osmium, tungsten…) can be found in native form with craters or holes indicating as
well giant dipole resonance fission. The crystallization of two yttrium atoms indicates fission with
extremely rapid neutrons producing two identical fission products.

It is simple to see how the eruption of the black hole inside what is today the Pleiades led to their
apparition in the sky – the customs of a « woman in the sky, crowned with stars » point to a group
of stars close to Earth, south of the Pleiades, in the Taurus constellation, that obviously were lit up
by the energy of the eruption out of which the Pleiades were born. The black hole of the Pleiades is
obvious to the human eye, its ovoid form linked to its angular momentum simple to see.

The green light in the flash of light from giant dipole resonance fission can be simply explained by
quantum mechanics : as the mass is lost in the center of two fission products still oscillating (after a
period  of  latency of  a  few minutes,  perhaps  25  minutes,  during  which  the  atom is  starting  to
oscillate from its poles and to separate itself), they obscure the outer parts of the visible spectrum
and the sole visible light coming out is green, from the center of the visible spectrum. 

2 Certainly slightly radioactive but with half lives certainly above 10e20 years



Main part

The objects shot by black hole eruptions can be much smaller than planets and moons. Ultima
Thule, recently pictured up close, presents a typical case : we actually see an atom in the process of
fission,  « frozen » in the middle.  The fission products are not symetrical,  which is typical of a
fission with very slow neutrons, as conforms with the theory (which also explains why the actual
ratio  of U238/U235 does not  match the theoretical random yields of fusion in the antigraviton
cluster, as also explained in the first paper presenting the general model). 

Such an object is simple to explain : as the energy of the chain reaction eventually destabilizes the
antigraviton cluster somewhere in its periphery, there are many atoms that were taking part to that
chain reaction that also are pushed out and immediately inflate to a size not constrained by the
pressure forces of the black hole. The first atomic reaction will be that the particles of that super
atom will  dissociate ;  but the density is still  extreme and the particles will find a lot of bonds,
forming heavy actinids, the most heavy atoms decaying quickly ; curium 247 could be, for instance,
a very simple match because of its very elevated half life. The fission cross sections of curium 247
are also relatively elevated (according to [2]). There might be however heavier relatively stable
isotopes still undiscovered which would in this case certainly constitute the bulk of the bolides.

The events such as the Tunguska event are very simply explained with the actual impact of such an
object. The Tunguska event happened in a geothermal area (near Krasnoyarsk). The destruction of
two cities in the Ancient Testament (nicknamed Sodom and Gomorrha) by a « rain of fire and
brimstone », with a victim « changed into salt », could be quite verily a romanticized report of an
earlier case. Bolides seen on Earth disappearing before impact in a flash, during day time, are more
examples – the flash testifies of fission before impact. Solar neutrons are in this case protective. In
night time, the most impressive fireballs, burning in a blue light, and separating into two smaller
objects shortly before disappearing are bright examples. That scission shortly before disappearance
testifies of the origin : a super heavy atom « frozen » during fission as it was expelled out of the
antigraviton cluster. The two hemispheres are weakly connected and that connecting point is the
first to break up in the atmosphere. One can note that Sodom and Gomorrha were two cities and it is
quite sure that a single object happened to break up shortly before arriving on a populated area of
the ancient times. There is nevertheless no doubt that the event reported in the Ancient Testament is
identical to the Tunguska event and is the product of the coming of a bolid erupted directly from an
antigraviton cluster.

There is no rapid explosion with a flash in the absence of solar neutrons. This makes these objects
dangerous. The Tunguska event happened at 07:17 local time on 30 June 1908. It certainly started to
fission before the impact thanks to a few solar neutrons, explaining the absence of actual crater.

A second point relates to the antigravitons directing the path of these sub-lunar objects erupted. 

In big shards erupted from black holes, the antigravitons caught with the shards are in contact with
heavy amounfs of matter (and so gravitons) and start annulling themselves but there was enough
matter in the shard to catch a lot of antigravitons, enough to start the fusion process in the small



antigraviton  cluster  and  create  new antigravitons  to  compensate  the  losses  outside  (balance  is
found).  In  shards  of  a  smaller  size  –  which  can  be  expected  to  be  extremely  numerous –  the
antigravitons should be expected to disappear… if the objects were immobile – but it is not the case,
they are shot extremely fast by the black hole and that kinetic energy means that some particles of
the shot objects  will  be driven inside the antigraviton cluster  with a pressure strong enough to
counterbalance the limited size of that cluster and produce more antigravitons – in other words the
antigraviton cluster « supercavitates »3. The antigraviton cluster is what ensures internal cohesion of
the object. In bolides similar to Ultima Thule, two antigraviton clusters (one in each branch) are
obvious.

Antigravitons are attracted by gravitons and the objects will always aim at heavy masses. The mass
of a  missile  fuel  plant  (in  Miass)  attracted the object  seen in  the 15 August  2013 Cheliabinsk
impact. The Tunguska event happened in the same region but before the birth of modern industries
and what mattered was clearly the high geothermal activity of the underground (i.e. the very heavy
magma pocket close to the surface that represents a mass excess). 

If we come back to the Brunswick nuclear reactor fire : a bolide has been seen by hundreds of
testimonies on January 9th at 6:35 am local time over the US East Coast. The path of the bolide
shows it aimed directly at the burning reactors (I have focused on a testimony in South Carolina in
the illustration).

I am using the data from the American Meteor Society – the path of the bolide is seen with the black
track – here above we have a last testimony in South Carolina, indicating the bolide ended its fall
above the Brunswick reactor. The mass excess here comes not only the mass of the fuel and the
facilities needed for controlling the accident, but also from the winds gushing always into the area,
creating a permanent atmospheric overpressure.

3 An excellent comparison is a missile or a plane with a nuclear reactor working with the pressure forces of its own 
advances, using the air or the water it compresses into the core to increase thermal output, accelerating with the 
vacuum effect. Read https://florentpirot.blog/2019/01/05/more-proof-for-the-secret-fast-neutron-reactors-in-the-
front-of-hulls-of-various-nuclear-submarines/ 
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This is confirmed also with subsequent radioactivity data.

I am  using as well some data from RadiationNetwork, a website owned by Mineralab LLC, for
purposes of general interest. A few hours after the bolide impacted the area of the reactor, a Geiger
close to it peaked very quickly to 785 CPM, then 1611 CPM and stayed frozen for several hours at
1103 CPM before being withdrawn from the private network.

The  path  of  the
bolide  and  the
subsequent
radioactive  cloud
leads  to  a  simple
hypothesis :  the
bolide  melted  as
it came above the
burning  reactor,
the extremely hot
gases  (the
asteroid  having
burned totally due
to  the
pyrophoricity  of
the  heavy

actinids, without a supercriticity,  unlike in cases of daytime flashes at  high altitude) ricocheted
above the hot area of the reactor and were carried by their own kinetic energy to the West (as the
Earth is spinning in the other direction). Six hours after the impact they had arrived to the area of
the Geiger, in north eastern Georgia. The Geiger peak linked to the gamma emissions certainly does
not give a significant idea of a radioactivity highly dominated by alpha emissions (even if some



localized supercriticity happened at the end of the course of the bolide). The health impact is, hence,
obviously extremely significant [3].

It is absolutely obvious that the area of future impacts of a similar nature can be predicted to be
almost always areas of heavy industrial activity – heavy plants, groups of nuclear reactors (not
necessarily accidented4),  and other landmasses. Supervolcanoes erupting could be a rare natural
« magnet » significant enough to divert the path of these objects. All these objects represent an
unusual concentration of gravitons, and they are beacons of attractions for the antigraviton clusters,
pulling the pathways of the superfast objects shot by the eruptions. Even though the difference is
extremely slight (relatively to the rest of the planet) it matters for superfast-flying objects coming
from extremely far.

Below, more examples are given, taken solely in the reports of the last 30 days from the American
Meteor Society :

4 A nuclear reactor loses circa 70 % of its thermal energy in the environment 

Illustration 2: An area of heavy concentration of oil rigs - massive platforms standing in the sea

Illustration 1: The Windsor castle is a heavy landmass



Illustration 3: Geyserville - hot springs area

Illustration 4: One testimony reports a terminal flash indicating that the bolide did not go to the 
end of its potential path.  The Devonport base is in the aim and is the most important Western 
Europe navy base. It so obviously incorporates a LOT of heavy materials, from navy ships to 
ammunition (made heavier by the depleted uranium it incorporates)



Illustration 6: Harrison, another hot springs area

Illustration 5: Pilgrim nuclear reactor



Source for all meteor reports : https://fireball.amsmeteors.org/ 

Illustration 4: Surry nuclear reactor, Naval Weapons Station (extreme accumulation of heavy 
ordinance with DU), and Yorktown Navy Base nearby

Illustration 5: Jenkinsville nuclear reactor

https://fireball.amsmeteors.org/


A further proof

The particularly brutal event of 9th January can be seen epidemiologically in a way demonstrating
that the object is wholly made with very heavy actinids, emitting very low gamma radiation, and
that  the  1611 CPM peak recorded was  from the  ~1 % gamma with  low kevs that  is  naturally
expected. A note must be made with the tremendous cloud from the December 25th « eruption »5 of
the  Brunswick  core  which  shows  up  with  a  typical  latency  of  two  weeks  from  the  time  of
incorporation to the deposition in the bottom of the body (slow descent of nanoparticles in the
body).The epidemiological effect is starting to appear very well. The latency is relatively typical
given body circulation delays. We also see a better set of data showing as well a strong increase in
Texas that is related to this event, as well with the same latency - now with definitive Google data. 

An important point to understand is that as the fireball vaporized with the heat of the "bumper" (the
Brunswick fire), it  became like a superfluid (a hot gas moving extremely fast in cold air).  The
tremendous 25th December cloud from the reactor was much less fluid, colder (nanoparticulates
instead of a hot gas...) and could not travel so far - so we do not see any earlier peak corresponding
to that event in Texas.

5 Man-made – no fireballs happened on that day https://uraniumisagenocidegiant.com/2018/12/26/a-tremendous-
radioactive-cloud-from-the-brunswick-nuclear-fire-while-no-one-is-watching/ 
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A good peak can also be expected but the impact from Brunswick is higher and Google's algorithm 
shows more variations, sometimes I simply see no increase… yet :

 

Above is an earlier prediction from Google Trends on Texas. 



 

Discussion

What actually caused the big craters of impact linked to extinctions of species in the past ? Huge
nuclear  impacts  obviously  cause  impact  craters  with  uplift  due  to  fusion  of  the  surface  area.
Geocruising asteroids of a massive size, entering the atmosphere slowly, seem an unlikely cause.
Very massive bolides starting their chain reaction before impact would lead to a significant impact
crater as compression increases the yield powerfully. If there are no significant neutrons impacting
the heavy actinid bolide before the impact it will likely start a chain reaction nevertheless because
of alpha decay impacting some light element from the soil and causing a neutron emission. 
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Illustration 6: The cloud was actually seen from space with satellite 
data (recorded on the « smoke check » function of weather.us) above 
Athens, Johns Creek, Rome, Atlanta, separating then in two (to  
Chattanoogaa and, more importantly, expanding to the south and 
south west of Atlanta, to Carrollton, in coherence with the kinetics of 
the Earth’s spin) – there is of course the issue of urban pollution but it 
fits well a pattern with a dense cloud travelling above to the West
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